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Film and Interest: An AriplYAis of Elementary School Child ens'

Preferencesor the Liveliest Art.

'Carole Cox

Louisiana'§tate University

A reviet4 of the literature on print and non-print media theory and

resefh reveals hundreds of studies on reading interests (Purves and

.Beach, 1973) an'd indeed comparisons of reading interests of similar

populations over tiped0an Nord, 1980). Researchers have also inves-

tigated children's television tastes over the years (Witty, L967; Atkin,

1971; and Hartshorn, 1983), as well as pteferences of secondary students

and teachers for photography, television, and film .(Stimpfle, 1974),

televidiOn and film/(Beach, 1977), and film (Atiatin,.1979 and 1982).

)

Other l'Udies have attempted to .cut across media and search for an

underling pattern of children's interests in all media forms

(Himmelweit, 1958) while SChramm, 141e, and 'Parker ('1961) have asserted

that children choose 'reality themes inoprint because they turn to print

for informational needs but pr fer fantasy themes on television because

they look to television for heir entertainment needs.

Feely. 11972, 197;) investigated the interrelationship of content

interestcand media choice.through the use of an annotated questionnaire
0

of fictional titles whic m±ght be found in print or on television. Her
A

findings support Himmelweit's hypothesis that children have an underly-,

ing pattern of media interests since their reading intrest patterns

conformed closely to their media preference patterns. She also found

that children have a preference for viewing in all areas, indicating

that today's child prefers, watching over reading.
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There is a paucity of research, however, which identifies or

1escribes elementary School children's preferenCes for the liveliest art-
.

based on actual viewing experiences even through empirical infdrmation

on interests is critical to the effective use of any medium in teaching,

print or non-print.

Purpose of the Study

This study' sought to identifyand describe the ?nterest patterns of

fourth and fifth grade children as they pertain to the content and

form/technique of the short art film based on preferences expressed by

the children. themselves after actually viewing films, to compare the

intereSt patterns'of children according to sex,and race/s4ioeconomic

status, and to compare boys' and girls' interest patterns with teachers

judgments oftoys' and girls' interest patterns.

The films used in this study were original entertainment films,

eighteen minutes or less in length, created by'individual film artists,

or a small crew of filmmakers. They are the type of films used by

screen educators to help children exi)erience,'enjoy and extend the art

of the film, an7 not to be confused with the instructional film, used

specifically to teach subject matter,:orthe iconographit film, made

from book illustrations, which is used as an aid to the teaching of

children's literature
.

The twenty-Tour short films used in this study were selected
; L

according to the following criteria:

I. * The shoit original films were created 'by individual filmmakers

or smaIl filMmaking crews apparently interested in using the

film medium as a means of artistic self-expression, or to

entertain, or both.
. .

*
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2. The films were representative of a broad rdnge of children's

,

interests as.evIdenced by analogous research onthildren's

,reading and media interests.

3

3. The films represented differences among people, so that films

with characters played by boys,and girls, and Blacks 4nd

Whited, were selected.

4. .Each film was eighteen minutes, or less, in length,

In addition, the following types of films were excluded:

1. Instructional films, or films used as tools to teach subjec

matter.

2: Iconographic films, or, filmed versions of picture books.

3. Feature films 'designed for mass commercial consumption.

4. Film segments of Commercial television programs, television

series cartoons, or segments of educational television pro-

grams.

It Should be emphasized that children's tastes for certain types or

categories of films can only be inferred from their expressed interest.

,

in the twenty-four/films used in the-study, Furthe. re, the gener

n

-

,

aLized film types described ldter were identified adescribed by the .

.investigator for purposes of this study based.solely,on the.characterisa-
4

tic44,14 the films used in this investigation.

Method

F

Nenty-,four shottlart films were rated by 218Lchildren in twelve

fourth and fifth grade self-contained classrooms in two elementary

schools in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, one' allBlack Chapter I school and

one.all White non- Chapter 1 schools Childien were. categorized by the

'single term race/SES, rather than separately for race and socioeconomic
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.status,since all. the childr0 who attend one are -pack and designated

4

Chapter I, and all the children who attend the other are White and are

nott.designated Chapter I. .Distribution of.subjeCts.by sex and race/SES
4

is shown in Table 1..

(Table 1 here)

After viewing each film, the child was asked to circle one of the

five sentences underthe name of the film on a questionnaire developed .

for the study to indicate a rating of the film.

(See Questionnaire)

FoUr films were rated in this way eacrweek on each questionnaire';

twenty -four films were rated in this way over a six -week period.' The

ratings of each film were weighted as follows (1 I didn't like it at

all; 7 * I didn't like it very much; 3 * T was o.k.;.4 *It was good;

and 5 - It was great!)

On a second page of the questionnaire, the child was asked to rank

the four films in order of preference. These rank - orderings' were used

tct determine whether or not children have a preference for certain film'

., forms and techniques.

Each film used i the study fits one of four categories of-film

form (narrative or n n-narrative) and film technique (live- action or

animatio n combination: narrative/live-action; narrative/animation;

non-narrative/live-actiOn; non-narratiim/animation.

One of each of the fOur types of films was showmeacg.week so that

a rank-order of the films might reveal a consistent preference of

children for some types of film form/technique.

',Table 2 is a list of the filMs shown weekly? categorized according

to the four film foxed /techniques. The four types of films were shown in
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random order each week: The numbers in parentheses preceding ihe title

of each film in Table 2 indicates the order n which the films were
41

shown that week,

(Table 2 here)

The same questionnaire form that was used by children was also used

by'the participating teachers. They mere aakedito indicate how mvh

they thought fourth and'fifth grade boys and girls would like each film.

Teachers also ranked the films according to they ey thought boys would

rank them and how. they thought girls would rank theM. -
.

Children's mean film ratings were subjected to factor analytic

.procedures to determine areas of interests. The Wverage of the film

means ieach resulting factor was calculated, and the finat facfprs

rank - ordered to determine the film preference Vattern of all the chil-

dren; or relative populaktpy of the types of films represented by each

factor.

Mean scores or each factor were cimiuted.in order to rank-order

the interest factors for the sub-groups:. boys and girls, children in

School 1 (White,, non-Chapter 1) and School 2 (Black,' Chapter I), boys

.and.girls in School 1, and boys and girls in School 2. In addition,..

two -way analysis of variance wag performed to determine whether or not

the main:effects of sex, or rape/SES, or the sex'by school interaction

significantly affected the degree-of-interest of the subgroups in any

interest factor.

The Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks was used to

determine whether or not the childreltin this study showed a significtit,

preference for any of the film form/techniques: narrative/live-action,

,

4
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narrative/animation, non-nar rative(live-action, or.' non - narrative/
s

'animation.,
, .

6

The data used to,perform this statistical test consisted of ranks.

Rank sums for each of the' four film form/techniques were computed on the

basis of the children's weekly.rankings,:and.the xest performed to

determine whether or not the differentformitechniques were liked

,)1,1

equally by children, or whether they liked,some-better than others.

Average film scores 'were computed for'eaCh interest factor based on

the. mean film ratings /lording to how teaChers thought Voys and girls
.

would rate films. It was decided to ask teachers.to rate boys and girl's

separately since most reading and media' research has shown that."

middle-grade boys interests differ from those of middle-grade girls.

Mean scores for factors were then rank-ordered to provide a pattern

of boys' and girls' interests based on teachers' predictions of their

a

interests. The Freidman two.--way analysis of variance by ranks was '

perforMed for teachers! judgments of hoysi.and girls' rank-orderings of

films according to the fdur'types of film form/technique:

narrative/live-action; narrative/animation, non-narrativeglive-action,

and non-narrative/animation.

The 'level of significance for, all tests set at .05.

.

Major Findings of the Study

' Children's ratings of the twenty-four films usedin'the.study

grouped into eight interest factors listed here in order of preference

by all children: Real Children/Work and Play, Children and People/

Suspense, Faniasy/Excitement,.Action-Sport/Outdoors. Fantasy/Humor,

Natpre, and Abstract Visual. Items in this analysis consisted of the

twenty-four short films. Mean film ratings for all4the children, on,

1
/0

tT'



.
which the factor analysis was'based, can be found in Table 3 and the

rank -order pattern of interesCfactors with films in Table 4.

(Tables 3 and 4 here)

'Boys' aX0 girls' rarik7orderingp of the eight film ,factors were

.

nearly' identical except that the Action' -Sport /Outdoors factors ranked

third with boys and fourth with. girls, and ,the Fantasy/Excitement factor
/ .

ranked third with girls agd fourth with boys..

'(Table 5 here)

Black, Chapter I and White, non-Chapter I children's `rank- orderings

of the eight film factors'were nearly identical except that the

Fantasy /Excitement factor ranked third with black, Chiter I children,

and fourth with white, non-Chapter I childrenand the

Action-Sport/Outdoors factor ranked third with white, non-Chapter I

children and fourth,with black, Chapter ',children.

(Table 6 here)
ge.

Boys' and.glrls degree-of-interest differed significantly on only.

two, factors, both rated higher by bays:, Action -Sport and Nature.

Black, Chapter I children, ated four factorsqignificantly higher than

White, non-Chapter I children: Fantgsy/Excitement,

Action-Sport/Outdoors, Real Children/Work and Play, and Children and

People/Suspense. White, non-Chapter I children rated one factor gignif-.

icanty higher thOn black, Chapter I children: Animals/Humor.

Nb significant interactions between sex and race/SES were found for

children's degree-of-interest in film factors. A summary list of there

results is shown in Table 7.

(Table There)



Children showed a significant preftrence for. certain film

form/techniques. They liked 'narrative /live- action films best;

narrative/animated .and ml-narrative/live-action next, and. '

non-narrative/animated films least. bifferghces in the rankings were

not only significant in a statistical sense but in .a practical sense as

well. Table 8 shows the results.Of the Friedman two-way analysis 0

variance for the sub groups and Table 9 shows the mean rankings for 'each

form/technique by children which may be interpreted in terms ,of the

) ranking schle on the questionnaire used by the children each week.

The judgments of b9ys' and girl 'preference for both film )Obterest

factors and film form/technique by classroom teacher4%anddapter I

Helping Teachers were.basically in agreement with children's expreNed

preferences as shown in Tables 10, 11, and 12.

(Tables 10, 11, and 12.here)

Conclusions

The rank-order pattern of interest factors in Table 13 shows that

,children like films with real children in stories about their daily

lives. Dramatic elements are also present in these films, such as a

surprise, robbery and a boy's struggle to earn money to but.a beautiful".

shirt, but the basic fabric of the films in the top-ranked Real

Children/Work and Plarfattor.is woven from the details of a child's

daily life: 'playing with friends, showing-off, or relating to mother or

brother and sister. Fun and excitementifare also present' in the firms.

But perhaps what appealed the most in these films was the presence of an

identity figure of a similar age.

Sex was not closely.assbcihted with chese fourth and fifth grade

children's film inteFesta. 'Neither the rank-orderings'of the film

10
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factors, which showed the relative interest of children in. a factor, nor. .

. ,

/ , / ; /

the results of analysis of variance computed for rein ratings assoOiated

with each factor,which eompared the dpgree7.of-interest in any one .

.

factor,} revealed major differences between boys' and girls' Fil.m prefer-

ences.

Race/SES Is moderately associated withthe degree-of-interest

expressed by children for films. ',Black, Chaptbr I childrelfrate films

with fantasy and excitement, action and sp6rts and children higher than

White, non-Chapter I children who rite films with animals and humors

higher. But race/SES do not appear to. be related to children's

rank-order references of film faCtors,,or to the. relatfye.popularity of

films.

Narrative/live-action films are the most popular with childrt.

They like narrative/ linseed ilms next, and non-narrative/live-action

40 films after that. They "(e non narrative/animated films least of all.

For purposes of this study the following definitions of these film

forms and techniques were'used. Narrative.films,were defined as those

,

1. films which were toldips a Itory through a connected succession of

events involving plot, setting, and:Characterizations.. Non-na.r.ative
.ee '

.

,.:,
. .,. . .

films were described as films whose central idea related to a particular

theme or image but were not told as a story. Live-action films were

described as only those films which the live-action .filming tech-

nique to record action without mechanical I fteration. Animated films

were described as those which used techniq4 s to make inanimate objects

or forms appear to move: animated drawings, pixillation, drawing'

o
directly on film, and computer-animated filMs.

r.,1 a.

1
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The interestChildren in this study showed in films with live

children as charalikers in realistic stories is reflected' in their choice

of.narrative live-action films as the most-liked form and technique.

Apparently children prefer the qualities of story, or Mar- -- "'- and

human characters in realistic surroundings; done through Div ion

'filming techniques, that this type. of film communicates.,

;

PerhapS they areresponding to characters with whom they can

(
identify: hildren like themselves. Or,perhaps the human face,, and the

range of eeling it can express, is a form of film.fanguage that speaks'

Very directly to childron.

'Narrative, animated films, or cartoon -like films, were children's

second choice.. Most of these film<have fantasy, excitement' or humor

.motifs. This type of content, combined with the narrative,animated .

..

form thd techniqbe, was not liked, as. wel asby children stories, about

children in realistic settings, combined with the narrative, live-action.

form and technique.

. Non-narratIme,,liVe-action films with nature,'animal and action,

1

sports outdoors theMes were liked third by children. And least o

all, childrgn 'liked non-narrative, animated films, or filMs.with an

abstract visual content withOut a story-line.

These children seemed to prefer the elements of story, or narra-

tive, and live-action over other .film,fOrms and techniques, "The more

abstract and less realistic the filmsbecame, in form and tectInique, the

ess they were- -like .by children.

It should be noted that.children'srankings of films, analyzed from

the point of view of form and technique, can never be separated com4i:..

pletely from.the)content of the films. For the:purposes of a Study,

12

a
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results can be divided that way and factors looked at primarily for

content'preferenees and. rankings looked at. primarily for form and

technique preferences. But there is no place. on a film to cut.it neatly

to

into its content on one hand and,its form/technique on the other. A

0'

-libels content can be dfscussed separately from its form and technique,

but it can never be divided from it in the viewing experience.

The films children .ranked first for form/technique.were, of course,

also the films they rated.highest for content: narrative, -action

films about children in realistic settings with fun or exci action.

But whether .or -nor children liked these films because they used a

I

V

narrative form and the live-actiod technique, Or bedanse they were about

ichildren is uncertain. It is mote likely they liked them because of

both qualities, and because of the interaction of these qualities in a

film,

In thIcase of the least-liked; non-narrative/animation films, the

line between. form and content'issvery fuzzy since in a certain sense the

form is the content. BINARY. BIT PATTERNS, for example, is,a

computer - animated film which elaborates on the visual permutations of a

colorful Persian pattern: Jt is unlikely, however, that its content.
S

would be described as Persiampatterns. The non-narrative form and the

animation technique interact With the.pattern leitmotif in this film to'

create images, color, sound, and movement which are the content of the
,

film-only as a result of..a combination of, all these elements. Nonethe

less, it is not too difficult Ao'assert that children do not like this

film type, as exemqiified by the' examples used. in this study, even if

the distinction between form and contefit 149 not clear.

ti

13
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"Finally, teachers are relatively accurate in judging children's

interests in the short film.

Educational Implications

The findingsJoUthis studyprovide a criteria, based on empiritfil

information, for selecting films forchildren. This study is alsO'
SP

singular in its analysis of film ratings based on chit:kens' opinions

4

after an actual viewing experienceysratherthan,evaluations, based'

largely on educated guesswork, of adults who have merely observed

children while they watched films and then attempted to assess the

nature of their- espbnses. eo7

In the interest of encouraging the study offilm as an art form in

elementary schools and libraries, not to mention a more complete inte-

.gration of the art of the'film into other areas of the curriculum, this

research may lead to a further definition of the parameters of

middle-grade childrens' film interests whichmay in turn lead to a

deeper understanding and appreciation of the potential of film art in

education.

More specifically, if individuals concerned with the development of

film programs in schools, librarieS,°and museums are interested in

showing children in th0 middle-grades films hey like, then narrative,

live-actionfilms with chil4fen as main ch facters appear to be a wise

first-choice. All children in the sample, regardless of sex, race or

Sd. gave each narrative, live-action film which featured a child in a

realistic setting--working, playing, and solving problems--a mean rating

of a least "It was good." Some groups, 'such as Black, Chapter

dren, gave this pype of film a rating closer to "It was great!"

14
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This is not to suggest that children should not see other types of
VP

films. Ideally, they would be allowed to sample a wide variety of film
4

fare. But considering restrictions- of. time and money on any film

ptogramf'whether films are purchased or rented, and the importance of

interest i-'the learning lict, good films with `real children-actinin

stories which touch on the day-to-day reality of the childhood

4
experience--relating to other people, caring for a pet, plA aying games,

solving.a problem or feeling bored, excited,. happy or sad--seem a

%lb

19kical starting point for a film program.
r/

Furthermore, finding-films which are interesting to boys or inter-
.

esting to giris,'or interesting to grouPS identified by race Or rSES is

not a critical problem. All children liked the films in relatively the

same order of popularity. Girls liked films about children in realistic

situations, best and abstract films least... So did toys. And so did.

Black children, Whitqchildren, lower-SES children and higher-SES

children. lowparently, -films areinteresting to children because they

are children; rather than boys or girls or. Ilack or White.

One should be aware, however, of the diffe ences in

degree-of-interest of some children in certain types of Mins. While,

all children liked films with children in realistic settings best,

Black, ,Chapter I children rated them significantly higher than White,

non-Chapter I children. They also'rated films with fantasy, excitement,

sports, action, and the outdoors higher. Rather than suggesting that
4

'Black, low-SES children liked these varied contents better because of

their-subject matter, since they are so varied, it may be that they nre

more enthusiastic.about the film form in general. Perhaps short films

should be more full exploited in the education of lower-SES children.

15.
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One finding that may be of particular interest to *screen educators

is that children do noelike anifhted films best. It is often assumed

that if a film were animated, children would like it. A film program of

limited means might better appeal to children by buying or renting films'

with live actors like LedYning Corporation of America's CLOWN,THE CASE.

OF THE ELEVATOR DUCK, and THE FUR COAT CLUB, and Encyclopedia

Brittanica's THE BLUE DASHIKI, than animated cartoon-likefilms.

Similarly, films with animal and nature subjects were given only

.moderate to low ratings by these children. And very abstract films like

BINARY BIT PATTERNS, COSMIC ZOOM, FIDDLE DEE DEE, and GROWING were

simply "not liked very much" by children. This may suggest aspecial.

need in film study programs to educate children's tastes with regard to

more experimental, abstract films such as the'se:

In light of the current media explosion and awakening interest ii

-

e tAe study of film as'an art forth in the elementary school classroom, in

libraries or museums, it is hoped that this study will provide educators

with some'needed empirical information on the parameters of middle-grade

children's interests in the short film.

And just as children are encouraged to experience the best in

literature, art, and music, so they should be helped to experience the

finellthat the film form.has to Offer, for all these art forms will

facilitate their, emotional and intellectUal growth, give them pleasure,

and may stimulate their own creative work.

Recommendations for Further' Research

Following are several recommendations for further research in the

area of children's film interests.

16
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1. it s study should be replicated with's different.population of

fourth,. and f fth grade children.

2. Th film interests of younger and older children should be

investigated to deterMine whether or not age is an'influence on chil-

dren's film tastes.

1. Children's responses' to the short film should be researched.

4. Research is needllpto determine whether or not a film study

program or filmmaking can affect children's film tastes and their

response to film. ft

5. There is a need to study influences on the level of sophis-

tication of children's viewing habits: attitude in the home toward film

and other visual media, use of the media, and experience with the media

in school.

4
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Table 1

Distribution of Subjects by Sex and Race/SES

School 1 School 2 Total
White Non-Chapter I Black 'Chapter I

he

Boys 76, 86 162.

Girls 81 101 182

Total 157 187 344



Table 2

Schedule and Order of Showing of Films

Categorized according to'Film Form/Technique'

Narrative/
Week Live .-Motion

Narrative/

"animation

Non-Narrative/
Live-Action

Non-Narrative/

'Animation

1 (1)THE LITTLE AIR- .(2)HOPSCOTCH
PLANE THAT GREW

(3)RAINSHOWER (4)GROWING

2 .(3)CLOWN (1)THE DAISY (2)sKy. (4)LE MERLE

3 (4)THE BLUE (3)ROCK TN THE (2)THE COW * (1)FIDDLE DEE
DASHIKI ,

44%,(2)T IS FOR

ROAD

(1)HANSEL AND (4)KARATE..

DEE

(3)BINARY BIT.

TUMBLEWEED GRETEL PATTERNS

5 (1)THE CASE OF'THE (3)ANANSI THE (2)HORSES (4)COSAe'i
ELEVATOR DUCK SPIDER. ZOOM

6 (2)THE FUR TOAT' (4)LITTLE TOM (3)CATCH THE (1 )DAN6E.

CLUB THUMB JOY SQUARED

19'



Table 3

Mean Film Ratings for All Chilton in Rank-order

Mean Film Standard
Film Ratings . Deviation

1 THE CASE OF THE ELEVATOR DUCK 4.67 .58

2 THE FUR COAT CLUB 4.62 .76

3 THE BLUE DASHIKI 4.53 .83

4 'CLOWN. 4.34 .99

5' CATCH THE JOY 4.20 1.02.

6 THE COW 4.16 ' .91

7 THE DAISY. 4.16 .89

8 ROCK .IN THE ROAD 4.16 .88

9 HANSEL AND GhETEL 4.09 1.02

10 HOPSCOTCH 4+.03 1.10

11 THE LITTLE AIRPLANE THAT GREW. 3..91 1.01

12 LITTLE TOM THUMB 3.90 1.08

.13 T IS FOR TUMBLEWEED 3.75 1.11

KARATE 3.75 1.35

6 LE MERLE 3.23 1.35

16 ANANSI THE SPIDER 3.19 1.21

17 RAINSHOWER 3.03 1.21

18 HOSES 2.85 , 1.36

1p DANCE SQUARED 2.71 1.17

20 GROWING 2.55 1.41

21 SKY 2.14 1.18

22 FIDDLE DEE DEF 2.11' 1.14

23 COSMIC ZOOM 1.09

24 BINARY BITPATTERNS 1.75'1440 1.01

Film rating scale; 1-I didn't like it at all; 2-I didn't
much; 3-It was o.k.; 4-It was good; 5-It was great!

20
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Table 4

Mean Scores for Factors in Rank-order for All children

Rank Factor Average of
.Film Means

Stan4,1dard
Deviation

1

2

'Real .Children/Work and Play

Children and People /Suspence

4.57

4.39

.64

.57

3 *Fantapy/Excitement 4.01 .70

4 Action-Sport/Outdoors 3.90 .82.

5 Fantasy/Humor 3.49 .71
d
1

6 Animals/Humor 3.04 .79

7 Nature 2.58 .95

8 Abstract Visual 2.09 .78

Film rating scale: 1-I didn't like it At all; 2-A didn't like it very
much; 3-It was o.k.; 4-It was good; 5-It was gredt!

olk
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Table 5

Mean Scores for Factors in.Rank-order for Girls and Boys

Rank Factor Average of SD
Film Means

Boys .N = 100.

1 Real Children/Work and Play

2 Children and People/Suspence

Action-Sport/Outdoors

4 . Fantasy/Excitement

4.57

4.38

4.34

4.02

.64

.58

.57

.72

5 ' Fantasy/HuMor 3.55 .73

6 Animals/Humor 3.13

7 Nature 2.76. .99

8 Abstract Visual 2.15 .74

Girls N=118

1 Real Children/Work and DlaY 4.58- .65'

2 Children and People/Suspence 4.40 .57

3 Fantasy /Excitement 4..01

4. Action-Sport/Outdooirs 3.52 .80

5 Fantasy/Humor 3.44 .70

6 Animals/Humor' 2.96 .81

,7 Nature

8 Abstract Visual

2.44

2.05

.90,

A

.Film rating scale: 1.'I ddn't like it at all; 2-I didn't like it very
much; 4$-It was o.k.; 4-It'was good; 5'-It was great!
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Table 6

Mean Scores for Factors in Rank-order
for School 1 (White, Non-Chapter I) and School 2 (Black, Chapter-I)

Rank Factor Average of
Film Means

SD

School 1 (White, Non-Chapter I) N=.113

1 Real Children/Mork and Play
t

2:4141kbildren and Peopie/Suspence

3 Action-Sport/Outdoors

4 Fantasy/Excitement

5. Fantasy/Humor

6 Animals/Humor

7 Nature

8 Abstract Visual

School 2 (Black, Chapter I) N..105

1 Real Children/Work and Play

e

2 Children and People/Suspence

3 Fantasy/Excitement

4 Action-Sport/Outdoors

5 ."Fantasy/Humor

P Animals/Humor

7 Nature

.. .

-8 Abstract Visual

4.35 .74

4.31 .58 '

3.71 .84

3.67. .68

3.47 .64

3.27 .76

2 56. . .84
I

2.01 .67

'4.81 .41

4.48 .56

4.38 . .52

/ # 4.10 :

.

.75

3.51 .78

2.78 .74

2.61 11.06

2.18 .84"'

Film rating scale: 1-I didn't likeit at all; 2-I didn't like it very
much; 3-It was o.k.; 4-It was good; 5-It was great!



Table 7

Mean Scores for Factors aud Result of Two-way Analysis of Variance

Factor
Sex

Boysb Girls .F- ratio 'p -value

N=100 - N=100

1 Fantasy/Excitement 4.02 4.01 .23 .63.

2 Fantasy/Humor 3.55 3.44 1.54

3 Abstract Visual' 2.15 2.05 . 1.05 .3

4 Action-Sport/Outdoors 4.34 3.52 82:83 < .01*

5 Animals/Humor 3.13 2.96 2.18 :14

6 Real Children/Work and Play 4.57 4.58 .00 .97

7 children and People/Suspense 4.38 4.40 .01 .92

8 Nature 2.76 2.44 6.14 .01*

.22

1

1 Fantasy/Excitement

2 Fantasy/Humor

3 'Abstract Visual

Action-Sport/Outdoors4

5 .Animals/Humor

6 Real Children/Work and Play

7 Children. and People/Suspense

8 Nature

1
a

School

2
b

N=113 N=105

73.32

.111.

2.54

17.59

23.36

31.10

5.19

.14

<.01*

.74

.11.

< .0.1*

< .01*

< .01*

.02*

.71

3.67

3.47'

2.01

3.71

3.27_

.4.35

4:30

2.56

.

,4.18

3.50

2.18

4.10
4

2.78

4.81

4.48

2.61

*Level of significant: p = .05

a
School 1: White, Non-Chapter I

School 2: Black, Chapter
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Table 8
4

1!)

Results of Friedman Two-Way Analysra.pf Variance:
Chirldren's Rankings of. Films by Form/Technfquel.

Subjects
9

All Children

.Boxs

61rle

Boys, School 1:
Whit, Non-Chapter I

Boys, School 2:
Black, Chapter I

Girls, School li
White, Non-Chapter I

Girls,

Black,

School 2:
Chapter I

4

*Level of significanqk

Film Form/Techniques
Rank Sumsa

B C D Xr
2

p-value

282.5 454.5 602.5 840.5 461.62 .01*

130.0 225.5 249.0 395.5 217.03 <

152.5 229.0 353.5 445.0 257.21 .01*

A

74.5 121.5 131.5 212.5 109.57 < .01*

55.5 104.0 117.5 183,0 1108.15 < .01*

83.0 119.5 161%5 226.0 114.94 < .01*

69.5 109.5 195.0 219.0 14$.68 < .01*'

p < .05

a
Films were ranked on a scale of 1,(higii) to

A - fl.lms:

B - films:
C - films:
D - film :

15

Narrative/Live-action
Narrative/Animation
Non-Narrative/Live-action
Non - narrative /Animation

25.

4 (low) each week.

.



Table 9

Mean Rankings of Film Form /Technique by Children

Subjects

Film Form/Tecniaues
Melin Rankings

,

Narrative/ Nartative/ Non-NaiiativiNon-Narrative
Live-Action Animation Live-Action . Animation

All Children.

BoyE

Girls

1.30

1.30

1.21

Boys; School 1:
White, Non- $hapter I 1.38

Boys, School 2:
p

tlack, Chapter I 1.21

6'

Girls. School 1:

White, Non-Chapter I

Girls, School
dk

2:

Black, Chapter I
lw

2.08

2.26

1.94

2.76

2.49

2.99

3.86

3.96

3.77

2.25 2.44 3.94

2.55 3.98

2.03 2.74 3.8

1.86 3.25 3.71

a
Films were raliked on a scale of.1 (high) to 4, (low),,

1

.
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Table 1)

.

..... ........

Both Classroom Teachers' andhapter I Helping Teachers' Judgments
of Boys' and Girls' Film Interests:
Mean Scores for Facto Rank-order

N -12

,A.

I

,Rank Factor Average of
Film Means-

Judgment of Boys
.16

1 Real Children/Work and Play. 4.53
.

2 Children And People/SUspenc, 4.46

3 Action-Sport/Outdoors 4.36

. 4 Fantasy/Excitement 3.81

5
,

Animals/Humor .. 3.10

6 Fantasy/Humor 4 3.19

7 Nature 3.08 .

8 'Abstract Visual 2.63

SD

.26

.62

.54

.44

.46
...

.48

.73

.59

Judgment of Girls

1 Real Children/Work and Play 4.33 .58

2 Children and People/Suspence 4.19 .39

3 Agtion-Sport/Outdoors 3.89 .50

4 Fantasy/Excitement ) 3.54 .46
o k

5 Fantasy/Humor 3.23 .51

6 Animals/Humor 11.3411 ,.56:

7 Nature t.00 .806

c
8 Abstract Visual 0117.69 ,.71

. ,

Film Wing scale:0 1-I didn't like itoat all; 2-I didn't ltke it very
much; ArIt.was.o.k.; 4k-It was good; 5-ft was great!

.
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Table j 1

Resultsof Friedman Two-way Analysis of Variance:
Teachers' Rankings.ofFilmsby Form/Technique -

Judgments of Boys' and Girls',Preferences

Subjects

Film Form/Techniques
Mean Sum

A B. C D Xr
2

DF p-value

Classroom
Teachers

Boys . 4.0 9.5 10.5 16.0 10.87 3 .01*

Girls -5.0 8.5 10.5 16.0 9.52 3 .02*

Helping
Teachers 8

Boys 8.0 22.5 18.0 31.5 21.48 '3 < .Q1*

1:-

Girls 8.0 17.0 24.0 31.0 21.75 3 < .01*

Both 12 -.. A

Boys 12.0 32.0 28.5 47.5 31.82 3 < .01*

Girls 13.0 ' 25.5 34.5 47.0 30.92 3 < .01*

*Level of significance: p < .05

a
Films were ranked on a scale of 1 (high) to 4,(low) each week.

A - films: Narrative/Live-action
B - films: Narrative/Animation
C films: Non-Narrative/Live-action
0 - films: Non-narrative/Animation

.

01
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Table 12'

Mean Rankings of Film Form/Technique:
,Teachers' Judgements of Children's Rankings

. 1

Subjects.

Classroom

Teachers

Boys

Girls

Helping
Teachers

Boys

Girls

Both

.Boys

Girls

Film Form/Techniaues
Mean Rankings

N

. d...
. ...

Narrative/ NarrativerNon-Narratfle Nqn-Narrative
Live- Action Animation Live-Action Animation

4

4

1.00 2.38 2.63 4.00

1.25 2.13 2.63 4.00

8

1.00 2.81 2.25 3.94

1.00 2.11 3.00 2.72

12

1.00 2.67 2.38 2.65

1.08 2.13 2.88 3.92

a
Films were ranked on a scale of 1 (high) to 4 (low).

ti

is"
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Table 13

Mean Scores for Factorvwith Films in Rank-Order for All Children

Rank Interest Factor Average of
Film Means.

1 Real Children/Work and Play 4.57
THE BLUE DASHIKI, THE FUR COAT CLUB

2 Children and People/Suspehse
'THE CASE OF THE ELEVATOR DUCK, CLOWN,
ROCK IN THE ROAD

3' Fantasy/Excitement.

HANSEL AND GRETEL,'LITTLE TOM. THUMB,
THE LITTLE AIRPLANE THAT GREW, ROCK IN THE ROAD

4 ".Action- Sport /Outdoors

.CATCH THE JOY, KARAT, T IS FOR TUMBLEWQOD

Fantasy/Humor
ANANSI THE SPIDER, THE DAISY, DANCE.SQUARED,
LE MERLE, ROCK IN THE ROAD

4.39

. ,

4.01

3.90

3.49

6 Animals/Humor 3.04

THE COW, FIDDLE DEE DEE, HORSES

7 Nature
AAINSHOWER, SKY 2.58

8 Abstract Visual 2.09
BINARY BIT PATTERNS, COSMIC ZOOM, GROWING, SKY

Film rating scale: 1-I didn't like it at all; 2-I Ilidn't like it very

much; 3 -It was o.k.; 4 -It was good; 57Tt was great!
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. Questionnaire,

Boy Girl Grade $061

Name

116 much did you like this film?

.
Film (name of film)

I didn't like it at all. (I would rather'have done something else.)

I didn't like it very much. (I wouldn't want to see it again.)
10 ,

It was o.k. (I wouldn't mind seeing it again.)

It was good. (I would like to see it again.)

In was great! .(I would see it many time without getting

tired oe it.)

Film

I didn't like it at all. (I would rather have done something else.)

I didn't like it very much. (I wouldn't want to see it again.)
. #

It was o.k. (I wouldn't mind seeing it agiin.)

It was good. (I would like to see it again.)

In was great! (I would see Ikmany time without getting

'tired of it.)

Film

I didn't like t at all. (I would rather have done something else.).

I didn't like it ver much. (I wouldn't want to see it again.)

It was o.k. (I wouldn't mind seeing it again.)

It was good. (I would like to see it again.)

In wastgreatl. (I would see it many time without getting

tired of it.)

Film

I didn't like it at all. (I vould _rather have done something.elge.)

I didn't like it very. much. (I wouldn't want to see It again.)

It was o.k.

It was good.

In was great!

(I wouldn't mind seeing it-again.)

(I would ike to see it again.)

(I would ee it many time without getting

tired of it.),.

31
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Rank the films.

Fut a 1 next to the film you liked best,
a,2 next to the film you liked second best,
a 3 next to the film you liked third best,
a 4 next, to the film you liked least.

The ,films are in the order that you saw them.

40

'(name of film)
I

I.

, Tell why you liked the film you ranked number 1.

4.

Tell you you didn't like the film you ranked number 4.

32
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To the Teacher:

Would you please RATE the films idlthree ways?

1. PERSONAL (first page)

As a film viewer, circle the sentence that best describes how
you feel about eachfilm personally regardless of your opinion as ,a
teacher.

2. BOYS (Aecond page)
111

As an experience fourth or fifth grade teacher, cile the
sentenct that best describes how you think fourth or fifth grade
boys would feel about the film if they were able to rate the film
honestly, based on their real likes and dislikes.

3. GIRLS (third page.)

. N

As an experienced fourth or fifth grade teacher, circle the
.sentence that best describes how you thinkofourth or fifth grade
girls would feel about the .film if they were able to rate each film
honerly, based-on their real likes and dislikes.

Would you please RANK the films in three ways?
/-

Rank the film three ways also, PERSONAL, BOY and GIRL, using the
same criterion above. Yod may be very brief in the section that asks
you "Tell why you liked...disliked..." a film.

ThQnk you very mdfh for your cooperation.
O

0
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